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ASE Performance in 2001 !"#$!%&'!()*+,-01٢٠٠١א/!א 
The Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) ended 
the year 2001 with an exceptional 
performance. In spite of the prevailing 
political and economic circumstances in the 
Middle East in particular and the world in 
general, ASE’s performance was 
outstanding, one of the best among the Arab 
stock exchanges, and the emerging markets 
according to International Finance 
Corporation (IFC) reports. 
Trading volume doubled in 2001 to reach 
JD669 million, its highest since 1994. 
Traded shares went up by 49% totaling 
JD341 million as against 2000, its second 
highest level since Amman Financial Market 
was set in 1978. This rise in trading volume 
and number of traded shares was coupled by 
an increase in executed transactions 
approximating 295 thousand or a 122% as 
compared with the year 2000. The value of 
traded development and corporate bonds in 
2001 was around JD7.2 million, 
approximately the same amount in the year 
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2000.The value of inheritance and family 
transfers and companies excluded from 
trading reached to JD36.5 million. Trading 
value in the Secondary Market was around 
JD713 million, an increase of 96% against 
2000. 
Most of the traded company shares in 2001 
were on the rise, especially banking sector. 
The 38% or so of upsurge in index price of 
banking sector contributed to the 30% rise in 
the capitalization-weighted share price 
index, as compared with 2000. The industrial 
sector index went up by 22%, insurance 
sector by 11% and the services sector by 
10%. The un-weighted share index also 
gained grounds to reach 64.61 points, up by 
12.3% against the year 2000. As for the 
market capitalization of listed companies on 
the ASE it went up by 28% in comparison to 
2000, totaling about JD4.5 billion, a 76% of 
the GDP. 
As for Non-Jordanians, the total value of 
shares were bought by Non-Jordanians in 
2001 was about JD104.5 million, i.e. 15.6% 
of the total trading volume, Arab investors 
buying formed 70.8% of total foreign 
buying. Shares sold by Non-Jordanians were 
about JD212 million, 82.3% of which were 
sold by Arabs. Net investment shows a 
negative balance of JD107.5 million this 
year, compared to a negative balance of 
JD11.8 million in 2000.  
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 ASE's Performance Indicators Through 2001!  !!!!!!!!  ٢٠٠١!'&%!א-DE9!"#7<אC!01א/!א-,+*(5555)

 

 % 
Change 2000 2001  

Trading Value (JD million) 100 335 669 %AאEJ?א!Sr:)5#aH/!16+WR( 
No. of Traded Shares (m) 49 228 341 S�MPא!/E$)16+WR( 
No. of Contracts!(thousand) 122 133 295 !/69\?א!/E$)o?P#7( 
No. of Bonds Traded (th) (55) 198 89 !3?AאEJqא!kאEaG?א!/E$)o?P#7( 
Value of Bonds Traded (JD m) 0.0 7.2 7.2 !3?AאEJqא!kאEaG?32!א+K)16+WR ( 
Market Capitalization (JD m) 28 3510 4477 !3+K6G?16(א?32+9!א+WR( 

 
 

Annual Press Meeting F+GH-א!@IJK-א!>LEMא 
 

ASE is holding its annual press meeting early 
this month for the Third year. It is an 
occasion for ASE to meet with newspaper 
and news agencies correspondents to 
highlight the most significant developments 
and achievements made during the year 
2001. 
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Capital Market Wide Area Network 
Enters into Operation 

 !N+O!C#HOE9!P!(7Oא-+א!(QR*Sא!(T,?-א!UQV?W
%#Mא!X1* 

The Wide Area Network (WAN) connecting 
the capital market institutions was put into 
operation in the beginning of December in the 
presence of high officials from the capital 
market institutions, the USAID and AMIR 
program. Mr. Jalil Tarif, the Executive 
Manager of ASE filled in the audience on the 
details of operation of the WAN, its phases of 
operation and the system’s safety and security 
procedures, that links the JSC, ASE, and SDC 
with each other as well as with brokers, 
issuers and data venders, and that ensures 
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electronic linkage with other financial 
institutions and international markets. 
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Visit by SAMA Delegation to the ASE 
!!!!!!!!!!YZ!F0+7H-א!@[>6!א-7\G-5)!אHOE9!65];!^*#5_`
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A delegation from Saudi Arabian Monetary 
Agency (SAMA), including the Surveillance 
Manager, the Legal Department Manager, a 
management consultant, and the Follow-up 
and Coordination Manager, has paid the 
ASE and other capital market institutions a 
few-days visit. The delegation met with Mr. 
Jalil Tarif, the Executive Manager of the 
ASE, who gave them an extensive briefing 
on the latest legislative and technical 
developments, particularly those related to 
the mechanism of the electronic trading 
system, the data base system and 
dissemination of information via all 
available means. The delegation took a look 
on the Jordanian experiment in capital 
market development, in legal and regulatory 
terms and the separation between the 
supervisory and the executive. They also 
followed development at the JSC and the 
SDC and their operating systems, in 
preparation for a redevelopment of the Saudi 
Stock Market and separation between the 
supervisory and the executive in line with 
developed markets and new investment laws 
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Companies Guide for 2001 !"#7-!(9#7-א!(ab#HMא!C#B>?-א!UQ-0!*;6)٢٠٠١ 

The fifteenth release of the Public 
Shareholding Companies Guide for 2001 was 
issued on a CD ROM with a new design. It 
includes general information on public 
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shareholding companies, the most significant 
financial statements for the last five years, and 
the most important indicators and financial 
ratios for the last two years. Sectoral 
cumulative data of the companies for the last 
three years were also added. 
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ASE Price Index Sample for 2002 
 @O#Q\-א!cd>-א!(GQ$!"#7-!٢٠٠٢ 

ASE has revised its share price index sample 
to reflect developments in the activities of 
listed companies. This end-of-year revision 
aims at making the index representative of 
changes to share prices. Through the 
implementation of approved criteria, such as 
market capitalization, number of trading days, 
share’s turnover ratio, trading value and 
number of traded shares per company, five 
companies were drag from the last sample 
and five companies were added to the sample, 
and the sample as a whole made up 88.8% of 
the total market capitalization, 95.8% of the 
value of trading and 87.2% of the number of 
traded shares on ASE. 
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ASE Election as Head of Marketing 
Committee at the FEAS 

 !!P!!e_+Hf-א!!(Ggh-!!i#HQj*!!=#a$!!()*+[!k#lfAא
 )FEAS(א%

The Federation of Euro-Asian Exchanges 
(FEAS) hold its Seventh Annual General 
Assembly in November 2001. During this 
meeting, many decisions have been taken. 
Among key decisions, the Chairmen of the 
executive committees of FEAS elected as, 
Tehran Stock Exchange for rules and 
regulations committee, Amman Stock 
Exchange for Marketing, and Istanbul Stock 
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Exchange for Information Technology, the 
terms will run till the end of December 2003. 
Also two new exchanges were approved for 
membership in the Federation, the Muscat 
Securities Market and the Baku Stock 
Exchange. In addition, the General Assembly 
approved the Ukranian Stock Exchange as the 
hosting exchange for the 8th annual GA in 
2002, and the Kyrgys Stock Exchange as the 
host for the 9th annual GA in 2003. 
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ASE Resolutions 
 d<א*אC!א-,+*() 

- The Board of Directors of ASE decided to 
delist the shares of Middle East 
Development & Trade Co, and Intermediate 
Petro-Chemical Industries from the Second 
Market. The shares of these companies shall 
be traded through the Third Market, as of 
5,December 2001. 

-!The Executive Manager decided to list the 
second issue of Jordanian Treasury Bonds, 
were issued on November 25th, 2001. The 
maturity date is 25/11/2003, with a value of 
JD100 million, and (4.46%) annual interest 
rate, as of 20,December 2001. 
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ASE’s Performance During December  
2001 

 %;Sא!=+A#B!>oD!%&'!()*+,-٢٠٠١! 01א/!א 

The trading value of the ASE reached JD 
(60.6) million during December, which 
witnessed (17) trading days. 
The general price index, weighted by market 
capitalization, closed at (172.72) points at the 
end of December, a decrease of (0.10%) 
comparing to November. 

67!C!%AאEJ?א!Sr:!�W7!U�j!%&'!1#2$!345!%AP16�#!אd
)٦٠,٦!(!{ER!VW$!XrM!،5#aH/!16+WR)١٧!(!،%AאEp!"6H

!!!!!!uM#+9?א!SKU?א!¥WT0!E9g!S�MP5#!א\M0!3dU¾!3lGa?#7! #R0
!!! 3+K6G?א! 32+9?#7! ��Uqא! !אAP%!א?\#" 16�#d! U�Z?Ea$!!!!!!

)١٧٢,٧٢! (! ،3`9�!!�#�¿#7! zJlG�)٠,١٠! (٪!U�Z?א! Q$
uO#qא. 
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 א-?<C#B!א-7?<!אBS:<!אoaoO1!*#7O1!P!i#R#Ip#!!!!      ! -7?<!אBS:<!א*oaoO1!*#7O1!P!i#$#IW#א-?<C#B!א
!!!!!!!!  Top Ten Performers  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Lowest Ten Performers  

Company’s  
 Name 

٪ 
! 

_&Tא� 
Closing

3dUZ?א!SMא   Company’s   
 Name 

٪ 
" 

_&Tא� 
Closing

3dUZ?א!SMא 

Al-Razi Phar. Ind. 13.8 0.25 3HA/P3$#!אaI?!�§אU?א  Islamic Insurance 38.5 1.62 3+R&Mא�!�RcJ?א 
United Middle East 
& Commodore 
Hotels 

13.2 0.46 !^MAPא!_UZ?א!_/#ag
DE�Jq5!אA/6R6Y?אA 

 Jordan Phosphate 
Mines 36.9 1.52 !k#�M6�?א!S�#aR

+�/5P3א 

Vehicles Owners 
Federation 13.2 1.65 

א·#/!¤#�40!
!3a:#Z?א!k5#א+G?א 

 Philadelphia Bank 26.9 0.85 #+�?/&+g!>a7 

Intl For Optical 
And Hearing 12.5 0.21 !3$#aI?!3+q#\?א

k#+\2G?אA!k#HUIl?א
 Jordan Steel 21.6 2.03 1/5Pא!EHE: 

Union Chemical & 
Vegetable Oil Ind. 11.8 0.30 

!k#$#aI?א·#/!א
!k6H*?אA!3HA#2+Y?א

 Al-Sharq Invt.
Projects 21.3 0.97 

!~H5#Z2W?!_UZ?א
2�JML3אH5# 

Intl Ceramic 
Industries 8.8 0.52 !k#$#aIW?!3+?AE?א

3+g*א� 
 Advanced 

Pharmaceutical 
Industries 

20.3 0.83 
!3+FאAE?א!k#$#aI?א

D56`Jqא 

Jordan Express 
Tourism Transport 7.4 0.87 !3+:#+G?א!k#+W9a?א

!3+�/5P8/!א� 
 Industrial 

Resources 20.0 0.30 3+$#aI?6א5/!אqא 

Jordan Insurance 7.3 2.55 3+�/5Pא!�RcJ?א  Arab Potash 17.6 3.67 3+7U\?א!«#p6l?א 

Arab Bank 6.1 200 u7U\?א!>al?א  Arab Jordan 
Investment Bank 15.9 1.68 

!u7U\?5#2!א�JMLא!>a7
u�/5Pא 

Nutri Dar 5.7 0.82 .אe�?א5!א/  Jordan Specialized 
Investment 15.0 0.92 !k5#2א�JM&?!3+�/5Pא

3II¹Jqא 
 

 

Foreign Investment 
 qGrS#5*!אa:fOsא 

 

# The value of shares purchased by Non-
Jordanians in December equaled JD (6.1) 
million, (91.8%) of which were purchased 
by Arabs. 

 
# The value of shares sold by Non-Jordanians 

was JD (10) million, (56%) of which were 
sold by Arabs. 

  

# During this month, net Non–Jordanian 
investments showed a negative balance of 
JD (3.9) million. 

 

 

#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!�+�/5Pא!��T!Xl�K!Q�R!Dא£�Zqא!S��MP32!א+�K!8��W7
%&' !U�j!16�#d %AP5#!،)!٦,١!( !אaH/!16+WR #�aR! 
)٩١,٨!(٪¤U$!QHU2�JGq.! 

#!!S�MP32!א+K!8��W7 QR!3$#lqא! XlK! �T! !�+�/5Pא! 
)١٠!(!#�aR!،5#aH/!16+WR)٥٦!(٪!QHU2�JGq¤U$.!! 

#!&'!�+�/5Pא!�T!5#2�JMא!C#4!�W7% אe|! �Z?א!!U  
)٣,٩!(!16+WR5#aH/!!m?#G?#7!!. 
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# By end of December, shares owned by non-
Jordanians represented (38.5%) of ASE 
capitalization, (33.7%) of which owned by 
Arab investors and (4.8%) by Non-Arabs. 

#!!!!!!!!!�+�/5Pא!�T!XlK!QR!3d6W2qא!S��MP8!אWY�j!!)٣٨,٥!(٪
!!!!!!!!C!3456lW?!3+K6G?א?32+�9!א!Q�R!!%AP16�#!אd!3H#��!!#�aR!،!!!!!!!

)٣٣,٧!(٪A!،¤U$!QHU2�JGq)٤,٨!(٪¤U\?א!��?. 

News of Arab Bourses !(Q[>7-א!C#555)*+5,-1',#*!א 

The Saudi Stock Market introduced a new 
electronic trading system called TADAWUL 
replacing the Electronic Securities 
Information System introduced in 1990. The 
new system features a number of 
improvements, as it will integrate the trading, 
the clearing, settlement, and depository 
operations, the system allows for real time 
settlement of trades. To be mentioned, the 
Saudi stock market has its origins in the 
1930s. Trading intermediation is restricted to 
12 Saudi commercial banks. At the end of 
2000, the Saudi Stock Market listed 75 
companies, and had a market capitalization of 
around USD 70 bn.  

6M!"#K_!אS�MP!א?ElJM#7!�/6\Gא%!��#"!k#R6W\R!א5APא_!!!!!!
! "#$! eaR! z7! X2À$! �e?אA! u�A£Y?א�! 3+?#q١٩٩٠א!"#�a7!

!EHEÁא!u�A£Y?א�!%AאEJ?אefa!.!EHEÁא!"#�a?69"!אH!�+:
!\?! 3g#O�#7!!!!!!]#9J?א! k#+W2\7! ،S�MPא! %AאEp! k#+W2

!%&'! 3H6GJ?#7! "#�a?א! �2GH! #2d! ،NאEHא�A! ،3H6GJ?אA
%AאEJ?3!א+W2$!.!!!!!!!/6\p!�/6\G?א!S�MP6_!אM!1#7!UdeH!#,A

!!!!!!�6alW?!3�#M6?%#2$!אc7!^9g!�2GHA!،k#+a+�&�?א!st!�5Ae�
!!!!!!(#Ya7!UZ$!Âא�!#|/E$!�WlH!©?אA!3H5#rJ?3!אH/6\G?א!.!!!~RA

#$!3H#��!"٢٠٠٠!!!!!!_6M!C!3�5Eqא!k#dUZ?א!/E$!�W7!E9g!،
!�/6\G?א! S�MP٧٥(א! (!!!!3+K6G?א! !8�W7!א?32+9 #2d! ،3dUj

!u?٧٠(®#!:6א!(!uYHUR0!5LA/!5#+WR!. 

ASE Website tAuAvא!(T,D!wh$!()*+,-א!xd+9 
The number of visitors of ASE website 
reached to around (1.7) million in December 
comparing to around (1.8) million visitors in 
November. The total number of visitors of 
ASE website reached to around (15.5) 
million visitors for the year 2001. 

~K6q!QHUFא?*א!/E$!�W7 %&'!3456l?א U�j! 16�#d! %APא! 
)١,٧!(!!!!!~�R!3��5#9R!U�F16!§א+�WR)١,٨!(!6+�WR!!!QHU�Zp!U��Z?!1

!u�#��?1!!!!!!.אc7!UdeH!#�,A!!!�W7!EK!~K62W?!QHUFא?*א!/E$)١٥,٥!(
!"#\W?!UF16!§א+WR٢٠٠١. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Research & External Relations Department     !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  !!!!!! !!!! /אDUF!אA!³#�Pא?\&k#K!א�3+�5#

=#55555a5$!(555)*+5[  !!!  !!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Amman Stock Exchange! 
!1#�U$–!3+W'אE?א!D5א§A!¤UK!  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !   Arjan - Near Ministry of Interiors 

!op#|٥٦٦٤١٠٩!–!٥٦٦٤٠٨١!��d#g!!!!!٢١٢٤٦٦¤!.!!!!![٥٦٦٤٠٧١!1#��2$!!!١١١٢١!!−1/5Pא! 
Tel. 5664081 – 5664109      Fax 5664071      P.O. Box 212466  Amman 11121 – Jordan 

!u�A£Y?א�!EHh?א!:E-Mail :  exchange@go.com.jo  
 : www.ase.com.jo:!Web Site:א3Ylj!VW$!~K6q!א��8�£!
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